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Organizing a PhD symposium
—an inside view
Setting up a scientific meeting is challenging—a PhD symposium offers its own unique opportunities and pitfalls
Markus S. Schröder, Dermot Harnett, Benedikt A. Minke, Preethy Sasidharan Nair
& Committee Member Consortium

W

hen we took on the responsibility for our respective annual
PhD symposia (Sidebar A), none
of us had any idea how much we would
have to learn about organization, management and logistics; how many e-mails
would be sent; how many deadlines
missed. In the end, however, organizing
a PhD symposium was in many ways the
most instructive part of our first year as PhD
students. We had the opportunity to meet
and speak with brilliant scientists and we
learnt how to coordinate, plan and execute
different tasks efficiently with a good team
spirit. Both the contacts we made and the
skills we acquired should prove useful in
our future careers. If you have the opportunity to get involved in organizing a symposium, we hope our experience will help
you in making a start.

If you have the opportunity
to get involved in organizing
a symposium, we hope our
experience will help you in
making a start
Perhaps more than any other kind of
meeting, a PhD symposium is a great
opportunity for early-stage researchers to
be exposed to a broad range of science and
to meet fellow PhD students and potential
collaborators in a friendly atmosphere. By
organizing one, you will contribute both
to your own career and to those of everyone involved. Many university graduate
programmes and societies encourage the
organization of such events.
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The amount of work involved, however, is huge and requires the coordination and cooperation of a committee. Your
first step, then, is to recruit that committee. An announcement to pique the interest of local PhD students is a good idea to
get started, followed by the cooption of
members from different areas, groups and
institutes to improve diversity and broaden
the committee’s knowledge. It also helps
to divide the committee into different
teams, and to elect a chair, vice-chair
and team leaders to keep things on track.
Defining clear responsibilities and setting
deadlines is vital, but keep in mind that
you will need to be flexible, as committee members might find they have more or
less time than they planned. In addition to
research, both internships and placements
are common during the early phases of a
PhD and you might unexpectedly lose core
committee members along the way. In our
case, losing a committee chair meant that
the vice-chair had to take over most of the
coordination and invest more time during
his or her absence.
In general, keep in mind that the people you are working with are not fulltime employees. It is unlikely that anyone
on the organizing committee has done
something similar to this before, and so
time must be set aside to bring people on
board and get them up to speed. Some
of your committee members will prove
capable of working independently and
will require little management; others
might be overwhelmed by the demands of
their research and will require assistance
and micromanagement.

In addition to research,
internships and placements
are common during the early
phases of a PhD and you
might unexpectedly lose core
committee members…
You therefore need to monitor people
and be prepared for setbacks. As you will
collectively bear responsibility for the
symposium, work left undone will often
fall to other committee members or to
you if you are the chair or vice-chair. Just
how much slack you have to pick up will
depend on your management skills. As
long as you have a plan and a clear overview of what needs to be done, management should be straightforward, if not
always easy. A well-managed symposium
will be a pleasure to organize. A poorly
managed one will become a stressful and
unpleasant experience.
Dividing the labour correctly is the first
crucial step. This should happen as early as
possible. Sidebar B lists important categories
of tasks that must be managed. Large areas—
finance, participants and speakers—will
probably need sub-committees of their own,
while smaller areas such as website management and design might need only one or two
people. A large symposium might require a
team of 12 people for speakers alone, with
one assigned to each speaker. Ideally you
will have previous symposia hosted at your
institution to use as a blueprint. If not, contact another institute and ask them for an
outline. Above all, each task must have a
committee member clearly responsible
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for it, as ambiguous instructions and diffusion of responsibility will result in inaction.
Predicting how much work will be involved
is difficult, and it is all too easy to underestimate, leaving you understaffed on the
day of the event. Too many staff is far better
than too few, and you will find that the ability to be flexible and reassign people to tricky
areas or problems is vital to your success.

W

ithout the right content—
speakers, topics and networking
opportunities—no symposium
will succeed, whether it is organized by
PhD students or seasoned professionals.
With a committee formed, the most important task is to decide on a scientific theme
and a title for the symposium. It is always
good to seek suggestions from your peers
and mentors, especially because this will
raise awareness that the symposium is
going to take place. How you ultimately
settle on a theme is down to you, but a voting system might be helpful. Remember,
however, that the people organizing the
symposium need to be confident in its
direction and vision. Once a theme is chosen, the next step should be to set the number of sessions and agree on topics for each
of these sessions (Sidebar C).
Once you have settled on your theme
(or themes) and set a date—keep in mind
the dates of other symposiums and any
public holidays—you need to begin recruiting speakers. Invitations can be sent out
by e-mail and should be followed up after
a week or so either by e-mail or, preferably, by telephone. Be audacious in inviting speakers—we were often surprised how
willing top-tier speakers were to attend
specifically because we were organizing a
PhD symposium. There are two advantages
for them in attending these kinds of events:
the atmosphere tends to be more relaxed
than other prestigious conferences, and
senior attendees can interact with and influence the emerging generation of scientists.
Therefore, be confident to select and invite
high-profile speakers first. They will usually have personal assistants who respond
to their e-mails and invitations and manage
their busy schedules. Remember that you
will probably receive several rejections, so
take these in your stride. You can also ask
the speakers to suggest the names of other
suitable people to invite. Bear in mind that
good speakers tend to run on extremely tight
schedules, so they need to be contacted
early. They should not be expected to stick

to the first deadline given, or the second, or
any other deadline. They will also need to be
reminded gently every now and then to send
their abstracts and other information. Do not
be afraid to use connections you might have
for ideas and information on speakers: professors, admins, old supervisors and industry contacts will all probably help in finding
people and getting them to say yes.
When choosing a keynote speaker,
young principal investigators and accomplished post-doctoral fellows are also excellent choices. Young investigators have often
achieved success by advocating new or
controversial ideas and methodologies, and
their presence at a symposium can enliven
debate. They can also offer advice to students more immediately relevant to success
in today’s scientific climate. In this vein, it
is beneficial to have speakers from different
stages of their scientific careers to provide a
variety of perspectives in discussions.
It is a good idea to have a backup plan
with a small list of local and national
speakers for each session in case a speaker
cancels at the last minute. In all three of the
symposia that the authors were variously
involved in organizing (Sidebar A), there
were last minute difficulties or cancellations.
For example, last minute travel changes
might be too expensive for your budget to
cover, or planned travel might not work out
as a result of weather conditions or illness.
The risk with a back-up plan, of course, is
that you might end up with too many speakers
and find yourself in the embarrassing position
of having invited someone and not actually
needing them. There is no simple answer
to this, but try to have a good personal relationship with your backup speakers and be
upfront with them about the circumstances in
which you are inviting them.
Finally, PhD student symposia should
be a platform for students to acquire knowledge and present their work, so make sure
you include poster sessions and student
presentations. They are also an important
opportunity for your peers to impress future
employers, make contacts and gain insight
into the ‘hot’ research areas and future
opportunities. Student talks can be chosen
from among the submitted abstracts.

W

ith your topic chosen, teams
defined, organizers recruited and
speakers selected, the real work of
planning sessions, sorting out speaker invites
and travel, arranging catering and so on will
begin (see the timeline depicted in Fig 1). It
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is important to start planning early—up to a
year in advance—but as every good manager
knows, long-term goals will be forgotten, so
short-term goals are crucial to success. Three
weeks is a good rule of thumb for the maximum length of time you can set for a deadline. The whole committee should have a
shared checklist of everything that needs to
be done, when and by whom. You should
Sidebar A | The conferences we organized
The 3rd PhD Symposium in Computational
Biology and Innovation hosted at the Conway
Institute of Biomolecular and Biomedical
Research, University College Dublin, Ireland
(5–7 December 2012).
The 14th European Molecular Biology
Laboratory (EMBL) PhD Symposium hosted
at EMBL campus in Heidelberg, Germany
(24–27 October 2012).
The 8th FinBioNet PhD Symposium:
Revolutionary bioscience: from advanced
technologies to personalized medicine hosted
at the University of Tampere, Finland
(2–3 October 2012).
Sidebar B | Important committee tasks
Speakers—contacting speakers, soliciting
abstracts and direct assistance to speakers
Participants—selecting plenary speakers
and editing abstracts for the abstract book
Finance—fundraising and book-keeping
PR—marketing through e-mails and posters,
and securing sponsors
Posters—organizing posters on the day
and judging any competitions
Catering—providing food and refreshments
Design—designing abstract booklets, posters
and logos
Transport and accommodation—arranging
transport and accommodation for speakers
(and participants)
Website management—ensuring that the website
is updated regularly with information about
speakers, sessions and travel
Sidebar C | Deciding on a topic and title
for your symposium
■ The subject of the symposium should be
broader than most academic conferences.
You want to avoid competing directly with
specialized conferences, and instead appeal to
a broad range of PhD students.
■ Avoid being vague—at the same time, it is
vital that a PhD student in any field will read
your poster and think ‘this conference is for
me’. Moreover, they will need to be able to
convince their group leader of it as well.
■ Be aware of competitors—the topics of
the symposium should not overlap with
symposia that are going to be held around
the same time.
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Form
organizing
committee

>1 year

- Decide on symposium
theme/topic
- Invite speakers
(especially keynotes)
- Secure venue
- Contact last year’s
sponsors (if possible)
- Start looking into
catering companies
- Pre-book keynote
speaker accommodation
- Set deadlines for
registration/abstract
submission
- Update website
information

12
months

Assign
committee
chair, vicechair and, if
possible, all
important
tasks

11–10
months

Invite
backupspeakers
if first
choices
cannot
attend
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Book
flights/
hotels for
confirmed
speakers

9–8
months

- Reach out
to possible
sponsors
- Design
advertisement
posters and
flyers

Finalize
catering
options

7–5
months

Registration
deadline

3–2
months

- Apply for
- Open
grants and
registration
additional
- Advertisefunding
ment
- Apply for an
bursts
international
society
association
if necessary

- Abstract
submission
deadline
- Ask for
speaker
abstracts

1
month

- Create
abstract
book
template
- Design
committee
t-shirts/
hoodies
- Contact
possible
sponsors
for attendee
goodie bags

- Confirm
catering and
venue again

2
weeks

Finalize
abstract
book

1
weeks

Distribute
tasks of
committee
members
and
volunteers
for the
symposium

6–2
days

- Finalize
symposium
programme
- Remind
attendees
to pay
registration
fee

- Pack
attendee
bags
- Set up
poster
boards
- Check
equipment
at venue
(audiovisual
and
computer
equipment)

Enjoy!

1
day

- Print
abstract
books and
name
badges
(earlier if
possible)
- Create
final
attendee
name list

- Meet
with
catering
to plan
food
setup
- Set up
sponsor
tables

Fig 1 | Timeline of symposium organization.

have a clear record of who has agreed to what
responsibilities and everyone should know
whose job it is to chase things up if deadlines
are missed. This should be enough to ensure
that the work gets done. If someone seems
incapable or unwilling, then simply transfer
his or her responsibility to someone else.
Regular meetings will allow you to check
in on each committee member and will facilitate communication more effectively than
e-mail. Video-conferencing will need to be
well-coordinated if it is to work. Distribute
an agenda before each meeting and stick
to it. Minutes should also be taken during
each meeting and distributed afterwards by
e-mail. Above all, make sure that the various
teams are communicating—ask your committee members what they are doing and
what information or help they need to get it
done. Special care should be taken to ensure
communication if committee members are
geographically separated.

Predicting how much work will
be involved is difficult, and it is
all too easy to under-estimate,
leaving you understaffed on the
day of the event
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T

he success of your symposium will
be measured in a few ways. The most
obvious and important will be the
quality of the talks, the networking opportunities provided and whether or not the
attendees had an enjoyable and interesting
time. However, you will also be judged on
your finances, so you need to have a clear
view of how much you can spend. Handling
such large amounts of money can be intimidating, so keeping good records and staying
on top of things is the only way to feel comfortable about doing this and coming out
the other side.
The money you obtain from fundraising,
sponsorship and grant applications cannot
be accurately assessed early on, but you
should account for it as best as you can. If
you have the luxury of blueprints from previous symposia, get hold of their final budgets for guidelines on general expenses such
as food, advertisement and printing (see
Fig 2 for the example of our experience).
The attendance fees you will receive can
deviate significantly from your projected
numbers. This can be mitigated to some
extent by early registration deadlines with
discounts to encourage the majority of your
attendees to register as soon as possible,

as well as an easy and efficient payment
system and interesting keynote speakers.
Regular discussions of the budget are also
crucial to keep on top of things.
In terms of raising other money, consider
submitting grant applications to as many
societies, universities, trusts or foundations
as possible. They will have a fixed timeframe in which you can apply for grants: for
example, 3–6 months in advance for smaller
grants and more than 6 months in advance
for substantial sponsorship. It is important
to have confirmations from invited speakers
and estimates of attendance numbers before
applying for grants.
To save money, it is also beneficial to
book the flights and hotel accommodation
for invited speakers well in advance, rather
than leaving it to them. The organizers of
the PhD symposium held in 2012 at the
European Molecular Biology Laboratory
(EMBL) in Heidelberg, Germany, for example, were able to cut down the transport
costs of their speakers by more than half
compared with the previous year simply by
booking in advance and using budget airlines. Flights within Europe with the wrong
non-budget airlines can cost as much as
three or four times more. If the invited
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speakers are left to choose their own flights,
the budget for speaker travel might be bigger
than expected.
Commercial sponsorship will also help
you balance your books. When approaching
sponsors, aim for a mix of sponsorship levels and offers. Do not ignore the small sponsors, but make sure that you provide the right
opportunities for the big ones to pay extra for
certain privileges. A large sponsor could be
the essential cash injection that your symposium needs to get a brilliant keynote speaker
flown in from the USA, or food that actually
tastes as good as it looks.
If you are lucky, your predecessors will
have been able to secure one or more big
companies for sponsorship in previous
years, so be sure to use the contacts that
you already have. If the representatives
liked your event, they will probably recommend it internally. Big companies also
tend to give more non-money items. Offer
them the opportunity to sponsor prizes or
provide items for the conference bags. Even
gaming-related companies will readily
provide you with gadgets if you can manage to get them interested or tie one of their
products to your symposium. Smaller companies will not have a big yearly budget
to fund events, but if your symposium has
a specific focus, contacting related companies close to your city might give you a
greater chance of getting them interested.
In general, you need to keep your sponsors happy. They need to have a place to
interact with your attendees, a booth for
product advertising and a short presentation during the symposium. For smaller
symposia, it might also be better to arrange
specific sponsorship deals directly with a
company, rather than relying on trying to
block sell traditional tiered sponsorship—
silver, gold and platinum levels. For the PhD
Symposium in Computational Biology and
Innovation in Dublin for example, Logitech
agreed to donate three of their high quality
wireless presenters that we could give away
as prizes. Always keep in mind that global
companies often have small departments
that have useful gadgets which can be used
as prizes or give-aways.

…the atmosphere tends to
be more relaxed than other
prestigious conferences, and
senior attendees can interact
with and influence the emerging
generation of scientists

Example income
breakdown (€)

3,600

Example expenses
breakdown 1 (€)
6,018

277

Example expenses
breakdown 2 (€)

616

1,200

1,952

7,000

1,356
765

1,038

1,900
Registration fees
Sponsorship
Grants
Flights (speakers)
Hotels (speakers)

5,830

12,500

7,000

Other expenses (speakers)
Catering
Welcome packs and abstract book
Gifts and awards
Other expenses

Fig 2 | Financial breakdown of our symposia. Two different types of symposium are represented.
The ‘Example income breakdown’ and ‘Example expenses breakdown 1’ are based on the example of the
University College Dublin Symposium, the funding for which was external (grants, sponsorships and
registration fees). ‘Example expenses breakdown 2’ is from the FinBioNet Symposium, which is supported
by several doctoral programmes in Finland and, thus, grad students from participating programmes in
Finland can attend free of charge. As such, it includes full payment of accommodation for speakers and
attendees, and is a special case—a 50/50 split between flights and hotels is unusual for a symposium. An
important message in the charts is that catering will probably take up half of the expenses of a symposium,
and keynotes and speakers probably around a quarter.

S

preading the word is one of the most
important steps in planning your symposium and should be started as early
as possible. You should have a conference
website that provides information and regular updates about your event. An eyecatching logo tied to the scientific topic also
helps. Social networks—especially Facebook
and Twitter—and e-mails make it extremely
easy to reach interested researchers and
PhD students.
If your scientific field has an active international society, you should apply for an
affiliation. The affiliation can be purely to
help with promotion, but financial sponsorship is also possible in some cases and
can open the door to more advanced grant
applications that require an affiliation with
a scientific society.
Bear in mind that advertising your symposium too early can mean that interest
might wane by the time that registration
opens, whilst advertising too late might
mean attendees have already made other
plans. A good strategy is to spread the
word once the date, venue and the first
invited speakers have been confirmed.
Follow this up by bursts of advertisements
just before you open up registration and
abstract submission. Most focused research
communities have dedicated mailing
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lists—either regional or international—
that will reach a substantial group of
interested researchers. Contacting supervisors or programme directors in various
universities who have students in a similar
field is also a good idea. Ask them to forward your advertisement e-mail to mailing
lists or PhD programmes they might know
of. Generally, social or viral advertisement
is free of charge and can reach far more
people than any other medium.

O

n the day itself, organization and
a clear division of labour will be
doubly important, so if you have
already established good communication
and working practices in the planning
stages, this will pay dividends. If possible,
have backup committee members ready
to fill in for important tasks. Pay particular
attention to speakers and sponsors: you
have the reputation of your institute to consider. If possible, each speaker should have
an assigned committee member. Make sure
that each person knows exactly what he
or she is supposed to be doing and leave
enough time to account for delays. It is a
good idea to do some practice runs before
the event itself, as you will not have much
time on the day to accommodate major
changes. Things you might want to consider
EMBO reports VOL 14 | NO 10 | 2013 859
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PhD student symposia should
be a platform for students
[…] so make sure you
include poster sessions and
student presentations
include: are there enough signs that direct
you from the bus stop to the right building?
Is it clear what opportunities there are for
social events? What else will participants
need? Hopefully you will already have
considered these questions when people
registered and will have captured much of
the information on the registration forms.
Similarly, you should have asked attendees to provide the kind of information you
will need to know in advance about their
dietary needs, disabled access needs and
so on.
Remember that you are really doing this
for the participants. Although the lectures
and speakers are important, they are a part
of the bigger picture of poster presentations, networking and PhD student talks,
which are all equally important. The best
conversation starters are social events, so
take the keynote speakers out to a pub and
invite everyone to join, or organize a dinner for everybody. Formal dinners are nice
for large conferences, but a small PhD symposium greatly benefits from its informal
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environment. The first night, especially, can
be a great chance to use for networking and
social outings.

O

nce the final talks are finished and
the prizes are given, make sure you
thank everyone: speakers, attendees, sponsors and supporters, and last but
not least, yourselves, the organizing committee. Taking feedback from attendees is
important, but it can be equally important to
provide your own feedback for the group of
PhD students who will organize the symposium next year. If you are part of a recurring
event, you have a responsibility to them and
should keep good records and be ready to
advise them when they need it.
Finally, we would recommend treating
yourselves to committee t-shirts or hoodies
so that you are easily identifiable to the multitude of people who will have questions for
you or will need your help on the day. And
so that you have a souvenir of all the hard
work you put in. Good luck!
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